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Walther and the Scriptures
By RoBBRT D. PaBUs

God's Word is our great hericqe,
And lhall be oun forever;
To spread its liaht from qe to qe
Smll be our chief endeavor;
Throush life it guides our way,
In death it is our stay;
lord, grant, while worlds endure,
We keep its teachings pure
Throushout all generations.

T

his stanza, written by the great Danish
hymnist Grundtvig, can be uaced back
co Luther himself. It voices our attitude
coward God's Word and offers clear direction and impulse for all our church work.
Therefore it is fitting that we let this hymn
introduce our topic and set the tone for
our entire discussion.
God's Word is our gre:it heritage, our
Savior's bequest to us (John 17:17, 20).
It is che distinction of Dr. C F. W.heiligca
Walther that by his preaching and teaching,
by his counseling and example, he has
kept the church aware of this great fact.
lo this anniversary ye:ir of his birth we
do well to remind ourselves also of the
precious legacy which God through this
man has left us and to stimulate in our
hearts gratitude to God for committing to
us His Word, the Holy Scriptures.
There are four possible approaches to
the subject ''Walther and the Scriptures,"
each one legitimate, each
the same
results and conclusions.
We might taekle the matter indirectly
by studying Walther's approach to the
Scriptures, the way he made use of them
in public office and personal life. This
would involve assessing his sermons, his
personal correspondence, and total theo-

logical output. In
oblique
this
manner we
could aaually come to a complete and
fruitful understanding of Walther's position concerning Scripture.
We might repair to those writings in
which Walther directly ueats the Holy
Scriptures. And re:idy at hand are articles
from his pen, mosdy in IAh,- '""' W •hr•,
which deal with nearly every aspect of the
article concerning the Holy Scriprures.1
We might also survey all the theological
literature of the Missouri Synod during
Walther's day. Since he believed that full
unity of doctrine should prevail in the
1 ubn •tul W•hn (hereafter abbreriated
u C..W), 2 (Ju. 1856), lff. ''Vorwmi m
Jahrsans 1856" c..w, 17 (Aus- 1871), 255if.
"Was lehrt Joh. Gerhard VOD der heillaen
Schrift, insonderheit voo der Inspiration der
Schrift?" L#W, 13 (April 1867), 97 if.
"Vier Thesen ueber du Schriftprinzip," Z..W,
4 (Aus- 1858), 225 if. "Unterricht wider den
Zweifel am goerrlichen
und dessea
Won Wahrheit," C..W, 21 (Sept. 1875), 255 B. ''Wu ist
es um Forachritt der modernen lutberischea
Theologie in der Lehre?" C..W, 28 .(Jan. 1882),
1 if. "Vorwort zu Jahrsans 1882," Z..W, 32
(Jan. 1886), 1 if. "Vonron1886,"
m Jahrpng
C..W, 17 (Peb. 1871), 33 if. ''Wu lehren die
neueren orthodox sein wollenden Theologen wa
der Inspiration?" This article, unsisned in the
Walmer
c..w, WU uaibed
to
when it appeared
u a booklet printed
Dresden
in
in 1871. Some
have questioned Walther'• authonhip of thil
article
yielding
ud booklet Cd. CT/of, XXXII Uuly
1961], 421). There ii no nidencle that Walther disavowed the article. Since he WU the
editor of C..W, we may usu.me that the positioa
raken here had his full endonemeat. Ia quodna
from thil article we sball tberefme make him
responsible for ia scatemena. CT/of, X (April
1939), 254 if. ''The
false
Arsumenm for the
Modem Theory of Open Qaatiocu." tram.
w. Arndt ud A. Guebert, s;.l,uln,tw S,-o,ul&ridJ1 tin Wn1/idJn Dillrihl (Sr. Loais,
1873).
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church and since he was the dominant theological figure in our church during ics
first half century, Walther's spirit and theology will be .rcBected in the literature of
the Missouri Synod, particularly in Dn
Lnthar•n•r
ehre,
Lahra
and ttml
1~
which
be edited over the years. Moreover, in this
connection we would study the older tbeological litcrarure which was recommended
and cherished by Walther, especially Luther, our Lutheran Confessions, and the
great Lutheran dogmaticians. Walther
made no bones about being what was contemptuously termed a "rcpristination theologian" or a "citation theologian" and
never tired of quoting the old orthodox
Lutheran dogmaticians.2 Therefore it is
quite proper and important to recognize
that his enlarged and, one might add,
greatly improved edition of Baier's Com,p,mdium will definitely represent Walther's theology, also on the article concerning the Holy Scriprures.
We might furthermore learn Walther's
position conc:eming Scripture from his
students, from many men who considered
themselves his theological progenies, e. g.,
Pieper, Engelder, Eling Hove of the old
Norwegian Synod, all of whom wrote extensively on the subject of the Bible. Pieper, who was chosen by the church to teach
dogmatia at Concordia Seminary in Saint
Louis and who, while Walther was still his
colleague, taught and wrote much on the
subject of Scripture, will surely be portraying Walther's views in his utterances.
In presenting Walther's doctrine of
Scripture I will employ all the approaches
mentioned above, but in the main the sec-

z..w,

21 (JUJ. 1875), 1 ff. z..w, 23
See "-Walther's l.cner from
Zurich" in the previous issue of mis journal.
2

ond, the direct approach, which will yield
the most immediate resulrs.
In .regard to the Scriptures there were
three issues which Walther considered primllt)• in his day and which arc still alive
and important today. We will therefore
consider Walther's position .regarding
I. The Inspiration of Scripture
II. The Authority of Scripture
III. The Inerrancy of Scripture
I. THE INSPJRATION OP
ScRlPTURB

The divine origin of Scripture, always
a vital matter for the church, was tO Walther one of the most burning questions of
bis day. The reason for this concem was
a practical one. Too many uusting Oiristians were being led by pastors who no
longer believed the Scriptures, and the
poor people were often unaware of their
situation.
Therefore Walther issues
a warning against any and all scholars who
would shake our confidence in the foundation of the apostles and prophets. Beware,
be says, of those who oppose their human
science to God's revelation and who
thereby make theology a science, a matter
of the church's self-consciousness, rather
than a g ift of God.3 From the beginning
rhe theological magazine Lehr• ttml W •~"
stood for the divine inspiration of Scr1pmre. \~itb growing intensity it continued
to defend this cardinal teaching against all
falsifications. Its purpose was to protect
Christian lay people from being taught to
build their faith on the sands of human
opinion and thereby to lose their faith,
God's grace, and their own souls.
What does Walther mean by the inspiration of Scripture? Again and again he cites

(MaJ 1877), 129 ff.
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the definitions of old orthodox Luthenn
theologians and therewith seems content
tO rest his case. J oho Andrew Quenstedt is
a particular favorite of his. He quotes with
approval one of Qucnstedt's strongest
statements concerning the direct divine
origin of everything in the Bible: "All
those things which were to be written in
the Scriptures were communicated by the
Holy Spirit to the holy writers when they
wrote and were dicmted to their underst:anding as one would dict:ite to :i penman.
Such things were written under these :ind
under no other circumsmnces, in this m:inner and arrangement :ind in no other."•
W:ilther identifies himself squ:irely with
this position. To him "the entire holy
Scripture is a work of the Holy Spirit."
With Luther he confesses, "Every letter,
yes, every single tittle of Scripture, is of
more and greater importance than heaven
and earrh." 0
The opinion was quite prevalent in
Walther's day that the doctrine of the inspiration of Scripture was not a p:irt of the
Reformation faith, that this rigid posirion
was worked out only in the 17th century.
The reformers, it was ma.inmined, only
taught that somehow Scripture conmined
the Word of God.11 W:ilther goes to great
length ro prove that the celebr:ired theologians of the 17th century, John Gerhard,
Abraham Calov, John Quenstedt, were only
following the belief of Luther and the Lutheran Confessions. From the Apology of
tho Augsburg Confo11io11 (Arr. IV, 108)

' i.w,

21 (Sepr. 1875), 257. Cf. Quensreclr,
1715 ed., I, 98.
II l.aW', 32 (Mardi 1886), 66.
11 Si•l,ub•tn S1"oi•l-Bnieb1 tl,s W •stlieb.•
Dislriils, 1873. "Dus nur durch die Lchre der
lutherischen Kirche Gorr allein alle Ehre gegeben werde," pp. 26 ff.

s,,,.,,,.,
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he quotes Melanchtbon's
the
insistence that
words of Scripture "did not fall from the
Holy Spirit unawares." From these words
Walther infers,
the Holy Spirit has impired the Scripcura
and placed everything there deliberately. •
Here our church confesses that every word,
every arrangement of words, every reiteration of words, every summation, the entire
and m:inncr
w:iy
of speaking [of Scripture] has its origin in the Holy Spirit. He
has inspired everything, not jusr the basic
uurhs, nor just the sense and meanins, not
jusr the "what" bur also the
And"bow."
ir
was He who has chosen the words which
were necess:iry to reveal correctly to us
God's meaning.
And, says W:ilther,
Thar this is the reaching of Holy Scripture
itself every Christian knows. The Savior
Himself s:iys ro the apostles: the Holy
Spirit will give you "how" and "what" you
arc ro preach (Matt.10:19,20). Also the
apostle speaks "in words which the Holy
Ghost reaches" (lCor.2:13). And without exception the prophets, when they begin writing, say, ''Thus saith the Lord."
When the New Testament cires the Old it
says, "As the Holy Spirit says" (Mark
12:36; Aas 1:16; 28:25). And the apostle Paul testifies that all Scriprure is inspired by God (2 Tim. 3:16). A. the
holy men wrote ScripNre, the Holy Spirit
inspired it.
And so W:ilrher concludes,
Ir is not Isaiah, nor Moses,
not
Paul, who
speaks in Scriprure, bur the Holy Spirit.
Wirh men it may happen that once in
a while an expression falls which is nor
entirely correct, bur this does not
with the Holy Spirit.'
Most of Walther's writing concerning
the divine origin of Scripture was polemiT

Ibid., p. 42.
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cal. He felt construined to expose and
condemn the manifold assaults leveled
against Scripture by the positive theologians of bis day, the "neo-ortbodox," as he
called tbem.1

St:ri,pturo llsolf l,ispiretl
One of the most prominent errors of
the 19th century concerning Scripture was
the emphasis on the inspiration of the
writers to the exclusion of the inspiration
of the Bible itself. The writers of Scripture were inspired, not Scripture irself.
Often this inspimtion was considered to
be no more than a divine guid:ince. It was
merely the poetiatl imagination of the
apostle or prophet. The prophets were
stimulated, agitated, pushed by God, similar to the manner in which a person might
be stimulated by wine. This was the
posmon of Schleiermacher, Twesten,
Thomasius, and others. To Thomasius
inspiration was merely regenerate en"'
lightenment.
Walther counters that this position does
not take into account that Scripture itself
is inspired (2 Tim. 3:16). The question
is never answered by these theologians
whether this "thrust" of the Holy Spirit
upon the writers provides the Scriptures
with inerrancy and infallibility.
Furthermore, the theory of person inspiration at best lets the Bible be only partially inspired. This conclusion was dearly
reached by the theologian Twescen.• Ina Most of \Valcher 1 commena on modern
theolo11 and ia doctrine of impirarion mar be
found in the lirrle boolc, IV-, l•hrn ' • •nnn
or,Wo,c sri• tllOl/n,n Th.ah,1n "" ' • l •
,,;r,,,;o,,;, (Draden, 1871). a. also Z..IV, 32
(]1111. 1886), 1 B.
• Vori.J11111• ~l,w ,;. Do,...,a ' • . _ .
1.US~bmsu,n Kirdl. (Hamburg, 1834),
0

I. 404.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol32/iss1/69

spiration pertains to the words of Scripture only as their use comes into relation
with our inner life. be said. The history
recorded in Scripture is inspired only u
it touches the Christian consciousness.
Hence there is no unconditional infallibility in Scripture. In matters of faith and
life there are no errors, but in chronology,
geography, and other minor matters Scrip•
ture may be wrong. God is the Truth, and
what comes from Him is truth. But not
all Scripture is inspired in the same way.
The far-reaching implications of this
exclusive emphasis on person inspiration
are clear. The Bible is no longer, suictly
speaking, God's Word. And Walther was
quick to point out this inference.
~ Another German theologian who seemed
to teach merely an inspiration of penoos
was the eminent and in many ways conservative Franz Delitzsch. In describing
the Psalms he contended that these were
merely reports of God's history of salva•
tion (Hoilsgcschichte) which made their
.
• 10
way as songs 1nto
t h e congregauon.
Walther complains that this is certainly
not saying enough about the Psalms.
There is not a word in Delitzscb about the
Psalms not being human thinking but
God's revelation. How are these Psalms
inspired? Walther asks. And in what way
arc they different from the beautiful
hymns of Luther and Gerhardt? Are not
also these hymns reports of God's bisro.ry
of salvation ( heilsgescbichtlicher Bm1/)?
Delitzsch is talking about what the Psalms
contain and what position they bad in the
Israelitisb church. But be says nothing
about what they are. But finally Delimcb
does say what they are. They are not God's

*"' ,.. Pullw

10 Co••nlllr
1859), I, :ni; II, 234.

(J.eipua.
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Scripture consists in this, that this book,

are songs from the human heart." "What written in human language and scyle, is
an unheard of disclosure! I I ! !" Walther God's Word, expresses God's thoughts,
exclaims Surely the hymns of LuthCl' 11nd
Gerhardt arc songs from human hearts.
Dclitzsch adds that "in these songs the
heart of God is at the same time reftccted
in the thankfulness for future redemption." But this is utterly vague, says Walther. What reBeas the heart of God?
Is it the human heart or the human song?
Again we could say the same for Luther
or Gerhardt. It is dear that Walther's
real criticism of DelitzSCh is not that he
stresses person inspiration but that he
never admits that there is something
unique about the Bible, that it is different
from all other writing in that it is the
Word of God.
,, Walther also criticizes the subjectivity
of the view that inspiration was mere
divine enlightenment, an ecstasy, a conviction in the life of the apostle. Hence it
would follow that everything in Scripture
should be tested by the power of our
religious nature. This, says Walther, is
enthusiasm pure and simple.
Tho H11man Side
Closely related t0 the aberration just
mentioned was the rather common allegation that the human side of Scripture must
be in no way suppressed. Just as today,
theologians were then talking about a
divine-human Scripture. The human side
consisted in this, that Scripture re8ccts the
ideas, the love, the pain, the joy, the grief,
the peace of mind, of its human authors.
In this sense the ScriptureS are thoroughly
human, revealing the fean, the joys, the
passions, laying bare the souls of their
authors. All this is undeniable and dear
from Scripture itself. The divine side of

God's message to man. This is the affirmation of Christ and all the apostles. In
Walther's day this latter fact was played
down or even denied by many theologians.
It was said quite commonly in those
days that the old orthodox doctrine of
verbal inspiration was Moncanistic and
Monophysite in depreciating the true
human side of the Bible. Lange 11 asserted
that to preserve this human side of Scripture we can only say that somehow the
Word of God is in the human words of
Scripture, somehow the divine Word is
with the human word, but this does not
imply the por/eclion of the human element. Walther said that such a theory
makes the human side of Scripture the
chief thing.
Even stronger opposition tO the old
doctrine of inspiration was registered by
Luthardt.12 He insisted that the modern
exegesis and criticism of the day had demolished the dogma of inspiration. Rather
smugly he stated ( roday, almost 100 years
later, W. Elert says the same thing 11)
that no reputable theologian could any
longer adhere to the inspiration of the
Scriptures. Luthardt's reasoning has a
remarkably modern ring to it, reminding
us of Barth and neo-orrhodoxy roday.
Scripture is a human book, he says, just
as the church consists of humans. But the
u D• Hap,1uU- Hi S"'-: Zsr G•
sdndll• thr
Tl#olo.- (I.eipzi&
1864), p. 346.
11 c-flntl-- J.r Do,,..u (I.eipzi&
1866), p. 237.
ta Dn Clml1lid# G'-"- (Hambur& 19,6),

N-.,,_,,

pp.16911.
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Spirit of Goel dwells and makes His influcocc: felt in Scripture even with all its
errors, just as He does in the empirical
church with her sins and weaknesses. One
must not stop with Scripture, Luthardt
maintained, but go on to find God's Word
and revelation.

Karl Hase 115 taught that the orisiml

revelation was in the spirit of man, aocl
Scripture was merely a record (Bmcb1)
of this. Nitzsch 111 held that Scripture was
only the original attestation to God's
revelation ( 0 On1btmn1gmrlunuh), and
only in this sense could it be called the
Walther was by no means cowed either Word of God. Moreover, anything in the
by these assertions or by the fact that few Bible, such as asuonomy, physics, geogin Europe any longer shared his convic- raphy, which does not touch the way of
tions concerning a divinely inspired Bible. salvation, is not a pan of God's revelation.
Walther feels that there is dishonesty
The divine-human Scripture which Luthardt upholds means really only a human in this view when it calls Scripture God's
Scripture, and to Walther such a position Word. If Plut:arch wrote of the accomplishments of Sulla, surely no one
is intolerable. Listen to what he says:
would
presume to call Plutareh's account
Beware, beware, I say, of this "divioehuman Scripture." It is the devil's mask. the word of Sulla.
Luthardt taught a slightly different
For eventually it coosuuas such a Bible
after which I would not wish to call my- modification of the same view. To him
self a Bible Christian. Henceforth the revelation was history, and Scripture tells
Bible is nothing more than any other saod this history. He says,
book which I must read with consrant and
The source of our faith is God's revelation.
gent esamioation lest
I be counseled
But Scripture is not revelation itself, but
in error. For if I believe that the Bible
only a report (Berichl} concerning revelaalso contains erron, then it is no longer a
tion. Revelation is II history. Scripture
touchstone for me, but needs a touchstone
tells us this history. We must cull die
itself. In short, it is unspeakable
with the "divine-human
what the
revelation from the Scripture report.IT
uies
ScripWalther's reply to Luthardt is very bitter,
ture." H
but we can. understand his concern.
Nol Mcr11by II Rccortl of Rtwelalion
''The Bible is not God's Word but a
record of God's revelation.'' This is cerA third aberration which Walther attainly ll forceful distinction. For if it is
tacked was the doctrine that the Holy
God's Word, then we must believe it, and
Scriptures were not God's revelation but
believe it blindly and without-reservation.
only a record of His revelation. This view
And we must believe it even if 10,000
was a denial of Scripture as God's Word,
professon - together with all those who
so far as Walther was concerned.apeIt them
was
- teach the opposite. Howner,
a very popular view on the European continent, although it assumed various forms.
111 B-1,lisdH Do1..a (Leipzi& 1842),
pp. 40811.
111 lf./u,J,misch• Vomi1• iiwr tli. dmstlid#
H .t.lV, 32 (March 1886), 76. Walther
G/11•/,•r,.s/t1hn (Berlin, 1858), pp. 57, 58.
here imirateS Lucher's blast ap.imt che alloeosis
of Zwiqli. Cf. FC SD WI 40; Sr. Louis ed.
11 Zntsch,i/1
fiir Prot•stlllllis••s •-'
XX 943; WA 26, 319.
Kmh•. 43 (1862), 176.
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if it is

not God's Word but only a human
report, a record of revelation, then we
must test it.
No, ooce one concedes that the Bible is

not the Word of God but only a ptheriq
of human reports in which here and the.re
lies hidden a nugget of God's Word, then
the pte and door is opened to the wild
boar wbo destroys God's vineyard.

And what is the basis of Ludwdt's theory?
Facts, he says. But they are not facts at
all but pure hypotheses and bombast.
The view which Walther attncked with
such vehemence was a popular one.
Essentially it was the same as that anicu1:ited by Kahnis.1• Kahnis felt that the
doctrine of verbal inspiration meant a
hardening against the truth. God could
not truly be called the Author of Scripture, he asserted. Then, says Walther,
Jesus hardened Himself against the truth
when He speaks of the words of Scripture
as proceeding from the mouth of God
(Matt. 4:4). But what is this truth which
Kahnis speaks of? It is a fraudulent claim
born in hell and a fabrication of the devil
Kahnis said that the old doctrine of inspiration absorbs revelation. Revela.tion must
be considered as prior to Scripture; Scripture is only a .record ( Urk11ntk) of revelation. Such a view, says Walther, which
regards Scripture as neither God's Word
nor revelation but only a '"house of Jewish
writings" would make it impossible for
one even to begin the work of dogmatics.
Two questions might be asked at this
point. First, does Walther, when he
dislogian's
cusses the origin of Scripture, have anything to say to us in 1961? Or is he
simply out of date? We must answer that
11 Dw ;.,,.,_ G_,,8 i•s i••l1'hn Prol•11t1t1lis•111 (Leipzis, 1860), p. 241.

if Walther has been faithful to the Holy
Scriptures, to their testimony concerning
themselves and concerning Christ, he will
always be contemporary. Furthermore, it
is quite clear from the observations we
have made above (and will become clearer
as we proceed) that Walther did not live
in a vacuum or in a precritical age. And
he was quick to grapple with contemporary issues. Work was being done in those
days to undermine the Scriptures and their
testimony concerning themselves.
The second question is this: Why does
Walther use such bitter invective against
his adversaries? w; hesitate to use such
language today. The reason is not just that
people spoke more harshly in those days.
No, Walther's severe language reveals
deep and pious concerns. What are these
concerns?
With Walther it was of supreme importance that all glory must
_given t_o
God in all our lives and acravmes. This
is the essence of God's commands and of
true worship. And this requirement is met
fully only when we adhere ro pure doctrine, and this involves holding to the
divine authorship of Scripture. No one
who sets himself above God's Word is
giving all glory to God.10
A second reason for Walther's saong
language and concern in the matter of
inspiration was that he saw clearly the
fatal consequences of a denial of the
inspiration of Scripture. Almost invariably such a denial will inBuence a ~
attitude also roward the propemes
of Scripture. In Waithe.r's day Vilmar

.Ix:

IV•s!-

11 Cf. Si.l,Hb11ln s,.oi~S.ri,bl ,.,
liel,n Dis1rih1, 1873. "Dass our die
dwch
Lehre der Judierischen Kirche Gort allcio allc
Ehre gcgcbca werde," pp. 26 If.
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questioned the essential clarity of Saipture; von Hofmann undemuned the authority of Saiprure, ave.i:r.ing that one
could not quote individual Scripture passages as having the authority of Very Goel.
Together with Kahnis and Luthardt these
had abandoned the
theologians and
doctrine of Saipture's inerrancy. All this
because they no longer believed that
Scripture was God's Word.20 And von
Hofmann's rejection of direct predictive
prophecy and of the atonement am also
be traced to his low view of Saipture.21
Walther maintains that the theologian's
1
whole attitude toward Oiristian doctrine
is affected when he places himself above
the Saiptures.22 In such an event doctrine
is no longer drawn from the Saiptures,
but from the "Christian consciousness"
(Luthardt) or the "consciousness of the
church" (Kahrus). Harless went so far as
to assert that the power of the theologian
lies in his own rational spirit, in his own
capacities. This claim is simply placing
reason above Saipture.
fCSl!.lt acauing from
Another tragic
disbelief in the divine origin of Saipture
is th~ tendency to make the church's symbols or the consensus of the church the
source of doetrine. Thus the church is .
placed above rather than under the Scriptures. This inversion, says Walther, is the
"first lie" of modem Protestantism, the
daughter of rationalism wearing a Christian garb, the sister of Rnmanism with a
Protestant mask. But it is the logical result
when one sets aside the inspiration of
Saipture.11
Z..1P', 21 (NO'f'. 1875), 326ff.
Z..1P', 17 (March 1871), 72.
n Z..1P', 21 (JUDe 1875), 161 ff.

IO
11

II I.alP', 21 (Dec. 1875), 374ff.
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The_ third and most important reuon
for Walther's firm stand oo the div.iJ!e
origin of Saipture is purely practial He
desires poor sinners through patience and
comfort of the Saiptures to have hope.
But thereothers
can be no comfort, no certainty,
in the church when theologians have forsnken the doctrine that Saipture is God's
revelation. The liberal attitude of his day
therefore filled Walther with a deep sadness. When Thomasius" argued
can~we
no longer use the words "dictati~,"
"hands," "'penmen," and apply them_ to
the human authors of Saipture, Walther
could only reply,
With his scientific denial that the Holy
Spirit
1w dictated the Scriprures ~ 1
ius has in fact desuoyed the whole Christian religion. For where am I to find my
God if not in His Word? Shall I dream
Him up like the An:1.baptisrs? Or shall
I turn myself over to Pope Pius IX u my
vice-regent? No? But if I cannot cacch my
Goel in the Vatican or in my dreams and
if He does not come to me u He did to
Abraham on the fields of Mamre-where
in all the world am I to find Him? h •
Luther.an to seek Him at all? Yes, it is
s:iid, in His Word. But what if this Word
[of Scripture] is not literally, not uuly,
God's Word? What if it is only • human
word which was caused by some sort of
activity of the Spirit? Then I cannot find
my God. Then I have no God. For what
good does it do me that the Biblical writen
tell me 11bo111 Him? I want to han Him
myself. I want to hear from His lips, Thy
sins be forgiven thee. Be of Sood cheer.
There was once a child who 1oat his luher
on the way from New York to the Wesr.
With great sorrow he sousht him. Then

u Christi P,rso,, llflll 1Vnl (Brlaqea,
1862), JII, I, 449.
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be met IOIDe fine, pious people who told
him about his &tber. One bad seen him
in BuJfalo, another somewhere else. But
11

much II the poor child traveled here
and there. he never found his father.
It WII aid that he finally drowned in one
of the Great Lakes. And indeed, if these

theoloaiam

in
way
would drown "innwnerable souls. Por the
1011b of sinners are not satisfied with a
report which tells them 11bo111 their Father.
They thint after God, after the liviag God.
And since they cannot set this peace from
their own lips, they BO uadcr.2G

II. 1'HB DMNB AUTHORrIY
OP SCluPTUllB

Walther believed that the Missouri
Synod, and he as the chosen leader of this
church body, had a mission. The spirit of
his day was the spirit of skepticism, a
Pilatelike spirit, which asks sneeringly,
"What is truth?" Opinions and theories
are _popular; the claim to have :my final
trutp is seldom made, particularly in matters theological where religions :ind
parties within religions cmnot come to
any agreement.
But it is Walther's cry that there is theological truth, and this truth is worth fighting for, even though the world call it
"foolishness." "Out of divine conviction,"
he says.20 "we believe that there is such
a tping as truth, and this truth is God's
Word. That is to say, it is contained in
the inspired Saiprures of the apostles and
prophets." A-in he says,
o-·

Tbe truth is not a Tower of Babel upon
whose struaure we must labor till the last

• 1".,

"lwn

ti;.

•nnM or1/,otlox ,.;,,

vollntln TIHolo1n
lfll/nrtllio,,l
- ,1.,
"Vorwort zu Jabrpq
(Ju. 1856), 2 If.
II

p. 23.

2
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day. But we beline it is a heavenly buildiag Iona since completed, camplctccl by
the bands of the aposda and prophets.
The words of our Savior Himself prompted
Walther to make these suong claims.
ord
Jesus said, "If ye continue
theyin are
My
suchWa
,
then
ye My disciples indeed, and ye
shall know the truth; and the truth shall
make you free." (John 8:31,32)
Walther's mission and the mission of
our church was to bring the auth of God
to people sitting in darkness and in the
shadow of death. This was his platform
for the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America.
Walther believed that this platform
could be carried our,
people
that
could be
shown the truth based on the foundations
of Scripture. He had confidence in the
power and divine authority of the Sacred
Saiptures.
, Precisely what was the authority of
Scripture to Walther? Here again we find
him following the older theologians of the
Luthemn Church very closely. He draws
primarily from Luther, our Confessions,
Gerhard,
and John Queastedt.21
~ John

The Scriplt1r• Prit1cif,I•
Walther speaks of the Scripture principle, or formal princiP.le, of theology, in
contrast t0 the so-called material principle,
the doctrine of justification by grace for
Christ's sake through faith. The word
od'
"principle" means foundation. G s
f
sal
is the foundation o our
•
vation; God's Scriptures are the foundation of our theoloSY, our laDguage about
God, our doctrine.
The Saipture principle involves two
1856," C..IV,

For wbac follows sce C..1", 13 (April
1867), 97 ff.
2T
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things. according to Walther. 1. The
canonical Scriptures of the Old a.od New
Testaments are the one source of religion
and all our theological knowledge. In
Scripture alone are the pass:iges or truths
( lf/'abrbcitm) from which theological
conclusions can be made. Our theology is
Christian therefore only insofar as it is
drawn from Scripture. 2. Scripture is the
only rule and norm by which all teachers
and teachings are to be judged - not experience, not the consensus of the church,
not reason, not the assured resulrs of
modern scholarship.
Every discipline, Walther points our,
has its first principles, whether mathematics, or physia, or ethia. For instance,
in erhia it is a principle that we should
love good and hate evil28 So it is also in
theology. Here we follow the old theological axiom: "Whatever is revealed by
God in these written words [of Scripture]
is incontrovertibly true and worthy of
faith." The Scriptures have every characteristic of a proper source or principle of
theology. They are the primary witness we
have of God, they come directly from
Him, they are self-authenticating and unassailable.20 Moreover, it is the claim of
the Scriptures themselves that they are the
only source and authority for theology in
the church (cf. Deur. 4:2; Josh. 23:6; Is.
8:20; Luke 16:29; 2 Tim. 3:16, 17). In
all their teaching and preaching Christ and
the aposdes make Scripture die source of
all their doctrine.
,
Walther was careful to insist that not
21 Cf.

D. Hollu,

Bxin,r,,, 11Holo1iut• ,aa.

•llliat•, 1750 ed., p. 61.

• Walther is drawias from Aristotle [Anal
Post. I, 2, 72a,, 19-36] who uses the terms
ffQ6nov, cl,uoov, dva:m6axwv, ah6mcrrov,

clvuiavtvvov, d.vavdoo,rcov.
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only the express words of Scripture are
binding a.od authoritative but also a conclusion drawn from Scripture. What
Scripture says by inference ( impli&il•,
xa-rci &ldvoLav) we are obliged to believe
and follow. This axiom is dearly demonstrated by the example of Christ who
validly infers the doctrine of the resurrection from the words of Scripture: "I am
the God of Abraham and the God of lsuc
and the God of Jacob" (Ex. 3:6; Matt.
22:32) . Walther is nor merely attacking
Sadducean literalistic interpretation at this
point, but is asserting that docuin~ dra n
legitimately from Scripture must be~ sidered true and binding. As mentioned
above, there were too many of Walther's
contemporaries who did not believe in the
possibility of true doctrine in the church.

Other Norms Ruled

0111

The Scripture principle, according to
Walther, rules out every other criterion or
norm of doctrine. This was a rather constant refrain which one may tire of hearing, but in every age there are those who
would draw their teaching from the
wrong sources. Against those who would
make reason, even regenerate reason, a
judge in theological matters Walther
quotes:
1 Cor. 1 : 21 : For after that in the wis•
dom of God the world by wisdom knew
not God, it pleased God by the foolishness
of preaching to save them that believe.
1 Cor. 2:4, 5: And my speech and my
preaching was not with enticiq words of
man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the
Spirit and of power: that your faith should
not stand in the wisdom of men, but in
the power of God.
1 Cor.2:14: But the natural man receiverh not the rhinp of the Spirit of God:

14
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for they are foolishness unto him: neither
can he know them, because they arc spiritually discerned.
Col 2:8: Beware lest any man spoil you
duoush philosophy and vain deceit, after
the tradition of men, after the .rudiments
of the world, and not after Christ.

Against tradition as a source of theology
Walther cites Christ's tirade against the
Pharisees in Matt. 15. No doubt he has in
mind such statements as Matt. 15:9: "But
in vain they do worship Me, reaching for
doctrines the commandments of men." In
rejecting tradition as a source of theology
Walther indudes the so-calJcd consensus
of the early church and the fathers
(Calixt) and also the articles of our faith
which are not a source of theology but
arc derived from the source of theology,
viz., Scripture. Private revelations must
also be refused as a source of theology,
Walther asserts. Christ tells the church to
teach those things which He has commanded (Matt. 28:19, 20). The church
and her theology is built on the foundation of the prophets and apostles (Eph.
2:20), not on alJ sorts of private revelations.

Co,ollll'fios
When we profess that the canonical
Scriptures are the one source of theology,
we are at the s:ime time affirming several other things about these holy writings.
We are declaring that these writings are
God's Word, breathed from His mouth in
both content and form. We are declaring
that these Scriptures are perfect, or sufficient, that is to say, they contain everything a poor sinner needs to know for
salvation. We are declaring finally thot
the Sacred Scriptures are clear, and clarity
means that everything necessary to be

I
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known for salvation and a godly life is
revealed in Scripture in such a manner
that an attentive reader of sound mind and
some skill in language can understand it.
It is important to note how Walther links --all these ideas. The divine origin of
Scripture, its power and authority, ics perfection and perspicuity - these things all
hang together. Scripture itself docs not
closely distinguish between these various
properties which it possesses. Hence i£
one aspect of the doarine of Scripture is
undermined, the entire doarine is often
overthrown. Such has been the case, Walther observes, among those theologians
who teach that only the content (not the
words of Scripture) are God-breathed or
who teach degrees of inspiration. Such
opinions invariably shake the very authority of the Scriptures.

Sufficiency
The authority of Scripture becomes
fulJy meaningful to us only when we learn
to appreciate how ,P.ractical this Word of
God is, when we see thot it has been written to help 11.nd direct us in every aspect
of our Christian life. This practical purpose of Scripture our old Lutheran theologians have called its ~cleJ:tCY. Scripture "
fits us, equips us, sufficiently and perfectly
for our Christian sojourn. It provides
wisdom and guidance, strength and comfort in every issue of life. As St. Paul
ays, "It is profitable for doetrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness, that the man of God may be
perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good
works" (2 Tim. 3:16, 17). But the purpose of Scripture also is to bring us to
faith in our Lord Jesus Christ. (John
20:31; 5:46, 47; Heb. 1:2)
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Cltlri11
Like Luther, Walther is vitally concerned to maintain the clarity of Scripture. .And his interest in this matter is
by no means academic. The authority and
clarity of the Scriptures go hand in hand.
When the perspicuity of Scripture is
questioned, the authority of Scripture is
ultimately undermined. For then the
church must enter in to interpret these
allegedly dark and obscure writings to the
common people, or else higher scholarship
and scientific exegesis must be consulted
before the common Christian can be sure
of Scripture's meaning. Thus the church
or the interpreter become the authority.
Walther is wary of anyone who would
make the Bible a vague or ambiguous
book.
Walther believes in the clarity of Scripture because of the testimony of Scripture
itself. Scripture is called a lamp and a
light which shines; it is called true (Ps.
il9: 1051 130; 19:9; Prov. 6:23; 2 Peter
1: 19). Of course, there are difficult passages in Saipture, but Walther denies that
any of these passages run counter to the
analogy of faith. By the analogy of faith
Walther seems to mean the dear passages
of Scripture, or what we would term proof
passages. In other words, our best recourse
when we encounter difficulties in reading
Scripture is to interpret puzzling and obscure passages by the dear ones which
speak of the same subject. And Walther
has confidence in this method. He concurs with St. .Augustine, who said ( De
rlo,,,;,,. Chris#t1t111 II, 6) : ''1be Holy
Spirit hu not set forth anything obscurely
which is not found to be stated very dearly
, somewhere else in Saipture."
It must also be admitted that there is
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darkness and obscurity when the unregenerate man sets about to interpret the
Scriptures. But the darkness is in him, not
in the divine Word. In face, such a-penoo
cannot grasp any of the saving doctrine of
Scripture unless the Spirit of God enlightens him through the Word. Without
such enlightenment everything is foolishness to him (Jer. 8:81 9; 1 Cor. 1:23;
2: 14; 2 Cor. 4:3, 4). It is of course true
that the unregenerate man can understand
the words of Scripture in their grammatical order and sense, but not the intended
meaning of the Holy Spirit - not without
the enlightenment of the Spirit. With Luther Walther holds to a double clarity and
obscurity. Outwardly there is nothins
obscure or doubtful, but everything is set
forth clearly in Scripture. Bue inwardlx
not a tittle of Scripture is undersrood_ bx
anyone who does not have the Spirit !2f.
God. When Walther speaks so often of ,
our dependence upon the Holy Spirit for •
our interpreting and believing the Scrip,
turcs, he is emphasizing a truth which is
often forgotten in our day of serene confidence in man's mind, man's objectivity,
man's insights, man's scholarship. We too
need always to pray for the enlightenment
of the Holy Spirit when we read and scudy
the Sacred Scriptures.
Walther was fully convinced that out•
side the church, people would regard the
Bible as ambiguous and unclear. What
disturbed him greatly was t&at in the
church, even the Lutheran Church, so
many would dispute the lucidity of Scripture. At best such people do not believe
in the divine origin of the Bible; at wont
they do not believe in God at all.
Who of us [he says] will deny dm
God, the Creator of human speech, is able
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Who will deny that God,

me efe1'Dal Truth, Wisdom, aad Love, in-

681

1-,ffi>rds lts•lf

Closely related to the clarity of Scripteadecl to speak dearly? Who will deny
ture is the principle that Scripture
.
is its
that God aaually did speak dearly, yea,
interpreterown
and is not open to various · ..
wu oblipted to speak dearly, in that
private interpretations. To Walther the
Scripture
which He inspired for just one what
very
authority of Scripture stands or falls
purpose-to
man
he must know
tell
on this maxim.
in order to be uved? ••.
What does this mean, that Scripture
Even tboup a person has no knowlcdse of, or only an imperfect: knowleclse interprets Saiprure? Walther briefly enunof, historical data and related facts, yet he ciates rules which can all be inferred from
is able to find and -lk the way of salva- the principle that Scripture interprets
tion under all circumsamces without any Saiprure.
1. If God has inspired both the Old
,- hindrance.ao
To Walther, then, it was a simple denial Testament in Hebrew and the New Testaof God's universal grace to imply that ment in Greek, then .all interpretations
Scripture does not clearly te:ich all the must be based upon the original teXt, and
articles of our Christian faith. He quotes no church has the right to establish an
Luther:
authoritative uanslation above original
No book on earth is so clear as the Holy texts.
Scriptures. It excels every other book just
2. God has adjusted the communication
u the sun ezcels every other light. • . • of His revelation to human speech ( cf.
It is a shockins disgrace, blasphemy against Deut. 30:11-14; Rom. 10:5-8). God's
the Holy Scriptures and all Christendom, Word has assumed the form of human
to say that the Holy Scriptures are ob- speech (in Scripture) without error, just
scure and not clear enough
enable
to
everyas the Son of God rook on a human nature
one to understand and then to teach and
without
sin. Hence we must accept only
prove what he believcs.31
that interpretation which corresponds to
Why is it that many in the church regard the grammatical sense of Scripture.
Scripture as vague and unclear? Bcc:iuse
3. God has given His revelation in
they do not s•arch, Walther replies (John Scripture in such a way that the sense is
5:39). Because they are half asleep or gotten at through the words. Thus the
their minds are 1,000 miles away when correct meaning of Scriprure can only be
they reacl. One must read Saiprure at- found in its literal sense, that is, the sense
tentively and with a pro~r subg!issive which the Holy Spirit intended to convey
spirit. "Is it not shocking," he asks, "when in Scripture. The sense of Saiprure always
people asaibe to the alleged obscurity and is the sense of the author, the sense which
ambiguity of the Saiprures what is merely the author intends. Here it seems clear
the result of human blindness and malice that to Walther a false interpretation of
or at any rate of human weakness?" 12
Scripture would tend to destroy its authority.
ao CTAI, X (NOY. 1939), 827 f.
4. We are told by St. Paul that the
11 St. I.oais ed. V, 334.
Word
of God can be "taught" (Titus 1:9).
12 CTAI, X (NOY. 1939), 831.
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Only deccivcn incorporate more thm one
- meaning in each single statement. Statements with more thm one meaning would
spell the cod of all knowledge. Por this
reason Walther will recognize only one
meaning of :i specific passage in its specific setting ( i,J ein•r Stelle) . The so-called
typical, allegorical, or parabolic sense is
not a second sense in addition to and
apart from the liter:il sense. Rather the
sense of the contents of Scripture is that
which is first disclosed by the words
themselves. This is the sense of the words,
or the literal sense.
For imwice, the words in Ex. 12:46,
"'Neither shall ye break • bone thereof,"'
do not have a double seme in th:at no
bone of the passover lamb - " of Christ
would be broken. Rather it h:ad only one
sense, that no leg of the passover lamb
was to be broken. But action referred to
is typica.l. In the New Testament, however, where the fulfillment of this typical
action of Christ, the antitype, is reponed
(John 19:36), the verbal or literal seme
becomes what in the Old Testament was
the seme only of the action or event
(S11eh•). Z..W 13 (April 1867), 105.
Walther warns us not to impose allegorical or parabolic meaning where no
such interpretation is warranted.
S. Just as in the case of other literature
we must recognize that the true meaning
of the words of Scripture is often to be
found obliquely through forms, such as
metaphor, synecdoche, metonymy, irony,
etc.13
6. The many figures of speech (such as
the forms mentioned above) are to be
II Suaqel7 Walther concludes b7 sayiag,
"Dea Tropm der Hyperbel koennen wir iD
Gones aewiaem Wone nicht aaerkenaen."
Ibid., p. 106.
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taken as such only when the conten or
parallel passages or the analOBf of faith
clearly demand it. We must be careful DOC
to reject passages of Scripture or reincerpret them figuratively simply because they
appear difficult or absurd to us.
7. The clarity of Scripture demands
that those passages (s.,J•s tloe1ri1111•)
which prove the articles of our faith be
dear passages. If we draw condusiom
from passages which only incidenn.lly
deal with :in article of faith, our conclusions must agree with the so-called
proof passages (s6tHs). On the 0thet
hand one must not depart from the plain
meaning of the words in proof passages
in order to make his exegesis fit the
an:i.Jogy of faith. Por in the Scriptures
there m:i.y be two different mysteries, both
taught in clear words, which are contra•
dietary according to the premises of our
reason. In such cases it is not for us to
deny either mystery, either article of faith,
but to hold both in tension and take our
reason captive in obedience to faith. As
surely as Scripture is God's Word, there
are no actual contradictions there.
8. In the Scripmres there are abundant
passages which set forth the articles of
faith, pass:i.ges
clear
as as
the sun and open
to the undersmnding of any child.
''Therefore," Walther concludes, "we will
accept only that exposition of a Scripture
passage which agrees with the clearly
revealed articles of our faith, and we re•
ject and condemn beforehand every ex•
position of a Scripture passage which
stands in opposition to the analogy of
faith." It is clear that by such • statement
Walther does not wish to impose any
foreign outline or suuaure upon the
Scriptures_ but is merely asserting that
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Saipnire interprets Scripture. To him the
analogy of Saipnuc was those passages
wliich proved specific an.ides of faith
(Rom. 12:6). And one must interpret
Saiprwe according to this analogy. This
-:: is the "first hermeneutical rule," he says.
Jesus Himself employed it (Matt. 4:5-7)
against the temptations of Satan.3•
( 9. Our faith and OW' theology rest on
- the correct exposition of Scripture. It is
most important that only that be held
in the church which is based upon dear,
positive exegesis. Any other position
ovenhrows the authority and clarity of
Saipture. What Walther is saying here is
obvious to all of us. But it h:i.s signific:im
implic:irions. Walther would hold that it
would be wrong to believe the theology
of the Lutheran Confessions unless this
rheology is drawn dearly from the Scriptures. In other words, you c:innot accept
the Lutheran Confessions unless you accept also the manner in which these writings interpret the Scriptures. Otherwise
you deny the Scripture principle and make
the church or our confessions a SOW'Ce of
l theology.
10. Walther says that according to the
prophecy of Christ the holy apostles would
be preserved from all error. This means
that we are to accept the exposition of the
Old Testament which the New Testament
gives as the 11uthenric one. When the New
T~tament interprers the Old, d1at interp~arion is correct.

r

S#b!_t!f'S,f/11

VillWS

There were two views, prevailing in his
day, which Walther considered particuM 'Ihe rule is good. But we mishr doubt
whether the lloawu passage proves it.

683

larly subversive and hurtful to the authority of Scripture. The first, an opinion
popular mainly in Europe, would allow
one to receive or reject what Scripture
mys on matters which seem unimportant.
To Walther this was an impossible position. "What human being, what angel, has
the right to excuse us from obedience to
the Word of God?"lli he uks. A man
may be ignorant of the stories of Solomon
or David, and no great injury will be done
to his faith. But to deny these stories is
to arrack the truthfulness of God in His
Word. It is to offend God and provoke
His wrath. Such a denier becomes a schismatic or a heretic according to Walther,
and there can be no fellowship with him
so long as he persists in his error.
A slightly modified version of the above
opinion reasoned in the following manner. One may accept or reject what Scripture says on those matters concerning
which the church has not yet spoken and
given a decision. Walther is shocked that
Lutherans could express such views. Put
concretely, this would bind Lutherans to
what was in the confessions, but only to
those things. Such a doctrine is opposed
to the clarity, the power, the authority and
perfection of Scripture, and betrays a total
lack of confidence in that Word. It substitutes the church for Scripture.
Scripture [says Walther] is the only criterion for determiniq the Christian religion and theology, the only 1011rce qf
Christian uuth from which we can actually draw reliable facts, the only rule and
norm of all faith and life, and the supreme
judse, renderiq the final decision in all
controversies on any points of faith.II
II

II

CTM, X (MaJ 1939), 355.
lbicl., (Aq.), pp. 587 f.
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Walther rightly points out that our con~
Throughout all his di1CUS1ioa of the
fessioas do not make doctrines but reB.ea authority of Scripture and his polemia
and confess doctrines. He says,
opposing views, two definite, pacagainst
The doctrines embodied in the Symbols tical concerns are always foremost in Walwere not included in the various articles ther's thinking. First, be wishes to mainin order that they misht become docttines tain that a Christian can be sure of his
of the Church but were included be- docuine. Second, he wishes to maintain
cause they already were doctrines of the the possibility of an orthodox visible
Church.1 Ga
church. Such concerns make it impassible
The opposite view would place the con- for him to entertain any theory of docfessions above the Bible and make the trinal development which is but veiled
skepticism and condemns the church to
Lutheran Church a sect.
The second theory, prominent in his the dreary life of seeking but never findday, which Walther considered insidious ing the truth, like Sisyphus, who was cmdemoed to roll a great stone up a
and baneful to the authority of Scriprure idea
that new docuines develop mountain only to see it plummet down.
was the
Walther's childlike confidence in the
from time to time in the church. That
new doctrines are revealed as the church authority of Scriprure as God speaking
grows to adulthood was not just the alle- was sometimes interpreted as a mark of
gation of Rome and the Schwaermar but pride and cocksureness. .And there are
more recendy of Lutherans. Thus, it was reasons for such judgment. First, he was
said that we are not the children of the often very severe with other Lutherans
older teachers and fathers of the church, when he suspected them of being
but they are like children to us. We must to the divine Word. Second, he was uncriticize them in the light of modem wis- disturbed by the claims of scholars that
dom and insights. It is not difticult for the result of scientific research had blasted
Holy Writ. To him God's
Walther to demonstrate that this theory the authority
very ofpossibility
Word
towers
as
high as heaven over these
of an
overthrows the
activities
of men. He says,
earthbound
orthodox visible church which has and
Though science may consider the resula
confesses pure doctrine.
of its research as absolutely certain uudls,
On the basis of this promise (John 8:31,
we do not regard science, but Saipaue
32), that saving truth is not a problem
as
infallible. If tbe results of scientific
which men must fint of all solve, but it is
research
contradict the clear Scripmres,
already contained dearly and distinctly in
we
are
a
priori
certain that they are noththe words of Christ, saving truth is not
but positive error, even thousb we
ing
• kind of philosophy which would require
are not able to prove them erroneous a:or at least be capable of continual forward
by an appeal to the Saiprura.P
cept
development, reconstruction and improvement, but rather something
Saiprure.lT
lying before Such an ingenuous, assured attitude was DO
doubt irritating to many of his contempous present and ready in
raries and was construed as haughty and

disloJal

aaa Ibid., (April), pp. 656 f.
IT Z..lV, 5 (Jan. 1859), 1 ff.
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condescending toward science. But really
all thls only reftects Walther's singlehearted loyalty and submission to the
Holy Saiptures, a submission which will
always be taken by some as either arrogance or obscurantism.
Ill. THB INBRRANCY OF ScRIPTURB

The question of the inerrancy of Scripture is a relatively modern problem in the
Christian church. Of course, there had
speaks
always been those who assailed the veracity
and reliability of the Sacred Scriptures,
but they had been outside the church. Not
until the late 17th century did Christians
seriously express doubt concerning the
ab5olute infallibility of Scripture, and then
there were only a few such questioning
spirits. The next century saw the rise of
rationalism, which militantly attacked the
authority and truthfulness of Scriprure.
C. F. W. Walther was well acquainted
with this movement. He grew up and
was educated among the r:uionalists. The
19th-century German theology had not
been able to throw off rationalism altogether.

Throughout his ministry Walther faced
an almost unbroken phalanx of theologians assaulting the foruess of Scripture.
In his Foreword to Lehro N11tl llrehre of
January 1886 he rakes note of a statement
of Professors Volek and Muehlau of Dorpat denying the inerrancy of the Bible.
Had this statement been made in the 17th
century a storm of protest would have
arisen. But Walther observes in 19thcentury Germany not one word of protest
from any theological faculty. And why
thls silence? Because the statement represents the persuasion of modem theology.
But such a view, Walther insists, denies
the inspiration of Scripture. The Bible

nm
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then becomes a book which I must judge.
I must distinguish the true from what is
deceptive. I must separateunessential
the
from what belongs to the history of salvation. In short, to question the inerrancy '
of Scripture undermines all coafideoce in
the foundation of the apostles and
prophets.

The Melffling of lnffra&1
Precisely what does Walther mean when
he
of the inerrancy of Scripture?
Does he mean merely a material ioerrancy,
merely that Scripture is reliable? No, he
means more than this. You may have a
friend whom you consider reliable; yet on
occasion he will make mistakes 1111d say
things which are unuue. Does Walther
mean by inerrancy this, that Scripture unerringly teaches us concerning Christ and
leads us to Him? No, as much as he would
agree that Scripture never fails in its purpose, this is not what he means when he
says that Scripture is without error (fr•i
t1on Imhum).30 Does Walther perhaps
mean that Scripture is inerrant and infallible because it says what God wants it to
say? This would indeed comprise a part of
his meaning. But he has something far
more specific in mind. The faa that Scripture says exaaly what God wants it to
may be considered the reason or the
ground or the basis of the inerrancy of
Scripture. But it does not tell us what
inerrancy is.
What, then, does Walther mean by the
inerrancy of Scripture? He means what
the church has always meant, that all the
declarative statements of Scripture are
true, that they correspond to fact, that they
correspond (as the case may be) to what

say

Ill

l.#W, 13 (April 1867), 103.
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~as happened or to what will happen or to
1!hat obtains. Everything which is re5!!'!.~ in Scripture :IS factual is factual.
There can be no falsehood, no mistake, no
slip, in Scripture. A couclatc of the above
is that there arc no contradictions in the
Holy Scripture.
Walther applied incrrancy to all of
Scripture, and what he means is quite definitely factual inerrancy, formal incrrancy.
At this point he identifies himself with the
older teachers in our church, who had
grappled with the entire problem and
spoken suongly on the matter. He quotes
with favor, for instance, the muchmaligned statement of Quenstedt, and
makes that statement his own confession,
The holy canonical Scriprures in their original met arc the infallible uuth and free
from every error. That is to say, in the
sacred canonical Scriprures there is no lie,
no deceit, no error, even the slightest,
either in content or in words, but every
single word handed down in the Scriprures is most uue, whether
pertains
it
to
rine, cthia,
history, chronology, topography, or onomastia; and no ignorance,
lack of undentanding, forgetfulness, or
lapse of memory, can or should be attributed to the amanuenses of the Holy
Spirit in their writing of the Holy Scripnues.-to

Like the old orthodox Lutherans Walther
believed that the inerrancy of Saipture
must be accepted " ,priori. With all due
respect for scientific endeavor, we must say
the investigations of science cannot disprove the Bible, nor is science necessary to
support the Bible's truthfulness. If the
40 C..lV, 21 (Sept. 1875), 257. Cf. also
Baier-Walther, Cot11fJnJ;.,,. Tl,.,,lo6iM PontitlM, St. Louis, 1881, I, 96. The statement is
fiom Quemtedt, O/J. "'· I, 77.
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conclusions of science disagree with statements of Scripture, the conclusions of
science must be false.41 In other words, it
is impossible for Scripture to err; We
must believe what Scripture says on all
points, before any empirical proofs are
offered.~2 And why must this be our attitude? Because Scripture is God speaking. ·
"Whoever believes with all his heart that
the Bible is God's Word cannot believe
anything else than that it is inerrant

(irr1h11,mslos)."
Since inerrancy is due to the divine
origin of Scripture, Walther realized that
a weak position toward the doctrine of inspir:uion would usually involve a denial of
the ineuancy of Scripture. This happens,
for instance, when Hase and Beck make
inspiration a matter of poetic genius only.
It occurs nlso when Twesren restricts inspiration to only parts of the Scriprures.42
On the other hand, Walther maintained
that when the inerrancy of the Bible is
questioned the divine origin of Holy Writ
is certainly vitiated. The two hang together: the inspiration and the inerrancy
of Scripture.
Inerrancy also touches the matter of interpretation. Walther believed that the
New Testament interpretation of the Old
was necessarily correct, for it was an inspired interpretation. To him any suggestion that the apostles toak liberties or did
not fully understand its meaning when interpreting the Old Testament was an out•
right denial of Scripture. There were
many theologians in those days who did
not hesitate to criticize the exegesis of the
apostles in the New Testament. Meyer,
C..W, 21 (Feb. 1875), 35.
l,brn, ,1c., p. 44.
-ta C..W, 17 (Feb. 1871), 33ft.
41

42

w..,
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for example, accused St. Paul of improper
and Rabbinic exegesis in Gal 3:16, where
the apostle cwms that the singular "seed"
in Gen. 12: 3 points to Christ.44 Tholuck
taught that Matthew (1:22) was mistaken
w.ben he made Is. 7:14 ("Behold, a virgin
shall conceive .. ,") refer to the birth of
Christ.411 Walther felt that such a spirit
betrayed a lack of faith in God's Word,
Scripture.411 Christ promised that His
apostles would be preserved from all error.
Therefore their exposition of the Old
Testament was authentic.47

G87

apparently when they are offered as factual
evidence against the inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture.

ConBicts with Science
It was said that scientific facts often
showed the Bible to be in error. Walther
at this point merely denied the possibility
of scientific facts being at variance with
Scripture. They were not faas, he said,
but suppositions.
No, not facts but suppositions which haft
been invented to explain the faas are
what conuadicts the Bible. But if there
were even one point in which the Bible
ArgNma11ts Agai,zs, 1ha I11fallibili1
y
conuadicted the assured and sober results
of Scrif,ttm:
of modern science, a Christian would simLet us now consider some of the specific
ply reserve the solution of the difficulty
arguments against the infallibility of Scripfor the Kbool of heaven and stick with
ture. What sort of evidence did Walther's
the word of Scripture mtber than arroto
try to beccme the master over Him
adversaries ~arshal? How did he reply
gantly
who has created him and all other creathese charges?
tures together with all their koowled&e,40
Human Failings
Walther possessed a very high regard for
It was said that there were human fail- science. "How could we call ourselves Luings apparent in Scripture. This was the therans, yes, even Christians, if we were
opinion of Kahnis, Luthardt, and others.411 despisers of science?" he asks.GO Scripture
There was barbarous language in Scripture, certainly does not urge upon us a negative
bad grammar and logic. Purely personal position toward science ( cf. Moses, Solojudgments and differing viewpoints were mon, Paul, Luke). But true science will
also quite obvious. Walther actually offers never contr.idict the Bible. Walther reclittle answer to this charge. It was an old ognizes that there will be many areas
canard, going back to the 17th century, and where gaps will exist berween the findings
has often been answered. Bad grammar of science and Scripture. When this ocand different approaches, uncritical ex- curs, he urges the Christian to be a.utious
pressions, simply do not mean error. But and not to be overly disturbed if a solution
all such picayunish charges annoy Walther is not at hand. Our faith does not depend,
it cannot depend, upon our barmODizing
44 Krilis,b ,n1•tisdl.s H•"il,•m iim Jn
all of Scripture with the findings of modBrl./ n Ji• G•l.in (Goeningen, 1862), p. 134.
u Da lllt• T•st•"'•"' ;,,.
T•stlllflnl ern science.
Walther's counsel on this point is still
(Gocha, 1861), p. 42.
41 'IVG l•bn11, •''-, p. 12.

N••••

n .r..w, B (April 1867), 110.

41

.r..w, 21

(Sept. 1875), 259_

411

'IV.,

,.1,,..,,, .,,., p. 30.

GO .r..w, 21 CJau. 181,>, 4.
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very timely and significant. He took a very
dim attitude toward apologetics which
would endeavor to demonstrate the uuth
of Scripture or Christianity. This is not
the way to strengthen the church or to save
the apostate world. Such an approach
would betray an uneasy Jack of faith in us,
and it simply could not solve all the problems which loom up in continued succession. In other words, Walther feels that we
will just have to live with many tensions;
what we must do is pl:ace ourselves under
the Scriptures and there to take our stand.
Permit me to quote him at some length on
"this concern:
We are certain [be says] that there cannot be or ever is a real contmdiction between Christian theology and true science,
science ;,. t1bslrt1clo. But we are equally
certain that it is not nor can it be the
cask of a theologian to reconcile our Biblical theology and science ;,, co11crt1l0. The
charge is indeed valid that in our efforts
to lead the
back to faith we make no attempt to
demonstrate to the world the harmony of
faith with science. But we see no reproach
in this charse; rather we slory in it, and
we will not, by the srace of God, perm.it
anyone ever to rob us of this glorying.
For we are very certain that it is not possible to help the present apostate world
with the lie that the divinely revealed truth
is in perfect accord with the wisdom of
this world; only the preaching of the divine foolishness, of the old unaltered Gospel, an help the world. Paul as well as
the history of the church of all ases and
of every Christian testifies that the "foolish
Gospel" is the power of God unto salvation to all that believe, to the Jew first
and also to the Greek (Rom. 1:16).
A person who bas been won for Christianity by showiog him that Christianity

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol32/iss1/69

an pass the sharpest probe of sciem:e is
not )•et won; his faith is no faith.Gl

Contradiaions
.A third claim against the inerrancy of
Scripture was that there were definite contradictions in the Bible. Such a claim
Walther, purely on a priori grounds, will
not grant. If the Bible contradiaed itself
there would be error. But in fact the Bible
does not contradia irself. Walther is
wholly aware of the many discrepa.ocies
and difficulties one encounters in reading
Scripture and in trying to harmonize passages and sections. Enormous tomes, attempting to solve many of these vexing
problems, have been written. .And many
of these discrepancies, Walther was fully
convinced, would persist and never be sat•
isfaaorily reconciled. \Vhen such difficulties arise \Valther felt that the older Chrisri:ln theologians had done the right thing.
present
These old
unbelieving
pious Christians
generationregarded it as
their duty to solve difficulties in Scripture
in order to strengthen and confum uoubled
consciences. "But when they came to cer-"'
rain difficulties which they could not solve,
they humbly doffed their little doaor's hat,
bowed before Holy Scripture, admitted
that they were but poor students with the
Holy Spirit as their Teacher and said, This
difficulty will be fully solved; if not before,
then certainly in eternity." 02
Erred in Minor Matters
.A very common opinion in Walther's
day was the notion that Scripture was infallible merely in presenting the message
G1 r..w, 21 (Feb. 1875), 41, 42. Tramlated in Francis Pieper, Chrislill• Dopuliu

(Sr. Louis, 1950), I, 164.
112 ''Walthers Verdiensr um das sor. Sm,hlrt1," l.#W, 57 (April 1911), 157.
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mncerning Christ
way
and the
of salvation.
This was its purpose. However, when
Saipture touched upon minor matters
which did not concern faith and life (matms such u details of history, chronology,
cu:.) it oheo erred. And who will deny,
it was declaimed, that much in the Bible
is unimportant and peripheral? But such
slips and accidents do not matter, just as
it makes no difference when a poet makes
mistakes.Ill
[

Walther refuses to grant the llSSWDption
behind this whole argument. He believes
that nothing is unimpormnt in Scripture,
where the Holy Spirit Himself is the Reporter. There is purpose even in matters
which may seem peripheral to us. If the
order of events is sometimes h,•steron {Jrotm,,i or apparently confused, all this has
its foundation in the wisdom of God and
cannot be called error. And whatever
Saipture says concerning the order of nature, even in passing, God Himself says.114
Commenting upon the theologians who
have espoused the opinions mentioned
above Walther Has these suong words
to say,
rTbcse, then, are believing theologians!
May God have mercy upon their faith.
For accordins to their words they don't
believe half of what they ought to. Furthermore, by their course of aaion they
do not di1tinsuish themselves from 10alled unbelievers in any way, but only by
the degree of their concessions. One thins
they have in common with each other:
the Bible is neither inspired in the sense
in which che Christian church has always

u Johann Bede, Hil,kil••I ;,. i.s s,,1.. in
eiristlidn ubn (Scuttsart, 1838), pp.241 ff.
This WU roush)y the position of Twestea and

omen.
M

Z..IV, 32 (March 1886), 65 ff.
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meant, nor i1 it, properly 1peakins. Goel'•
Word.11:i

In a similar vein Walther says on another
occasion,
Whoever
canthinks
find one
thaterror
be
in holy Scripture does not believe in holy
Scripture but in himself; for even if be
accepted everything else u true, he would
believe it not because Scripture says so
but because it agrees with his reason or
with bis sentimencs.60

Higher Criticism
What was behind the many attacksinspiration
inerran
and
of
against the
Scripture was higher criticism. The higher
with the milk of
critics had been
the prevailing and overweening rationalism of the day. Many of them disclaimed
the possibility of miracles and entertained
no predisposition t0ward the divine origin
of Scripture. The Bible was a purely
human product. The various books of the
Bible were often considered to be a hodgepodge of different human records. The socalled positive, or conservative, theologians that Walther is primarily concerned
with seldom went all the way with the
higher critics. But Walther felt that they
had conceded far too much to what be considered rank unbelief.
Kabnis had denied the authenticity of
the Book of Daniel, saying that it had been
written hundreds of years after the prophet
du.ring the reign of King Antiochus
Epiphanes. He brought forth many examples of what he thought evidcoce from
the book itself t0 prove his point. The
book, then, was a pious fraud; it was
passed off as being written by Daniel.
Ill
H

IV.s uh,.,,, d'-, p. 17.

crM, X (April 1939), 25'.
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Moreover, it did not give actual history o.t
all. Walther replied that according to
Matt. 24: 15 Christ believed tho.t Daniel
did write the book by his name, for Christ
quotes cenain words contained in the book
as having been written by Daniel himself.
This alone settled the question of authorship for Walther. No other evidence of
any kind could assail the inference from
Christ's words. Of Kahnis Walther has
these very sharp words to say, ''Whoever
holds that Jesus is the Son of God will
hold that Kahnis' statement to the contrary is blasphemous. Yes, blasphemous.
I am not using too strong an expression." llT Walther charges that a later
writer assuming the name of Daniel would
be guilty of the same crime as the popes
who claimed to have their authority from
the fraudulent Donation of Constantine.
To him there is no such thing as a "pious
fraud." Kahnis' position he calls "downright unbelier• (,plattesle U,1,g/a11bc).
Walther assumes the same attitude
toward such an evangelical theologian as
Delitzsch, who denied the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. Delitzsch projected
a rather unique view concerning the authorship of the first five books of Scripture.
He said there were five sources, or factors,
going into the writing of these books.
First, there was the author who was called
the Jehovist. Second, there was the basic
source material which he used. n1ird,
there was the framework given the book
itself. Fourth, there were cenain other
sources which were brought in and used.
Fifth, there was the hisrorical method. To
all this Walther replies,
Who then of these five was really inspired? Was it the Jehovist, or the source

material, or the building of the framework, or the historial method, or the
notations brought from other sources?
Perhaps a.II five. But if it was all five,
then in any case the poor Bible in this
matter is in error for it desisaatcs Moses
as the author of all the books.GB
Walther in the last sentence is no doubt
thinking of the statements of Christ which
indicate that He believed in the Mosaic
authorship of the Pentateuch. It is clear
that matters of authorship and authenticity
do often touch the problem of inerrancy so
far as Walther is concerned.
Delitzsch also believed that d1ere were
errors of thought and arrangement in
Scriptures inasmuch as the writers' spiritual ability was not always perfect. Walther
does not relish taking issue so strongly
with such a pious theologian as Dclitzsch,
but he must.
How in all the world [he says] is it possible that a man like Prof. Delitzsch, so
undoubtedly God-fearing, could in such
a way place himself over the Word of the
living God? I believe there is only one
explanation for it. Like hundreds of others
of his kind he has not been content to
remain in the simplicity of our faith. He
has desired to say and to be somethiq
spc:ciat.rio
Practical Concerns
Walther's concerns in defending the
truthfulness of Scripture are the same as
those which prompt him to fight for Scripture's inspiration and authority. They are
practical.
/If we conceded that only the least error
could be present in die Bible, then it is
GS Ibid. 31. Cf. Franz Deliczsch,
(Leipzis, 1s,3 p. 234.
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up to man to separate the truth from the
error. Man, tbea, is plaa:d above the
ScriptWa, and Scripture ceases to be the
10WCe aacl norm of faith. Human reason
~
norm of truth, and Scripture
de the
11aks to the position of a norm• r,ormlll•.
The least deviation from the old inspiration doctrine introduces a rationalistic
germ into theology and contaminates the
whole body of doctrine.GO
And Walther is prepared to show that a
low opinion of Scripture or doubt conCCJning its incrrancy will usually result in
many aberrations and false teachings.
When voo Hofmann implies that there
are errors in Scripture, it is by no means
surprising that he denies also the vicarious
atonement, the Biblical Christology, and
other points. Walther believes that to
build all our theology upon Scripture is
the only sound platform for Christian ac,/ tion. And this involves an inerrant Scripture. To this we will surely wish to voice
our hearty Amen.

Lessons from Walther
There are, I believe, two lessons we
might learn from Walther's discussions
and emphasis upon the authority and infallibility of Scripture. First, we might rea.11 what he once said about theology moving as the waxing and waning of the moon.
In other words, old errors and opinions
have a way of cropping up in new dress.
We taday have seen this. The old heresies
which Walther opposed in his day are still
being advanced. Present nee-orthodoxy is
saying something about Scripture and
revelation quite like what those old positive theologians said. In a very true sense
the neo-orthodox theologians today are reprisrination theologians; they are not very

'° L.lV, 34 (Jul,-Aus- 1888), 196.
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original. In opposing this theology we will
find Walther can be of great help to us.
He faced many of the same problems we
Ence. And he manifested a firm confidence
in the God of Scripture, a confident spirit
which will serve as a mighty example to
us all when we become confused or hesitant in confessing the truth. Today we must
spe:ik forthrightly as he spoke. For nothing has happened, nothing can happen, to
make us change our stand on the inspiration and infallibility of Scripture.
Second, we might learn from Walther
that convia.i on regarding the divine origin
and incrrancy of Scripture does not lead
anyone into legalism and atomistic exegesis
but to a correct use of the Bible. And such
a conviaion springs from a true love and
devotion to the Bible and from the correct
use of the Bible. Listen to Walther,
As we ask reference
in
to all docrrine:
What saith the Scripture? so we ask also
in respect to the doctrine of impiradon:
What does Scripture itself say in regard
to its majesty and origin? And what Scrip-we believe, reac
ture says
and confess.
From Scripture, and only from Scripture,
knowled
have we consuuaed our
concerning impiration; therefore we bow to
the Scriptures.GI
In other words, our position regarding the
origin and infallibility of Scripture is
Scriptural, and it leads us to a true appreciation and love of the Bible. And so
with Walther we confess,
We believe and are sure that this despised
book is the truth, the Word of the living
God.a
St. Louis, Mo.
G1

Z..lV,

,1 (April 1911), 1,1.

eu.i,.p,_;,,,.

a
1889) I P. 304,
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